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human factors issues for interstellar spacecraft - human factors issues for interstellar spacecraft marc
m. cohen and adam r. brody 2 1991 abstract the prospect of interstellar travel challenges many of the
common assumptions about long duration manned spaceflight, raising significant issues about how human
factors the journal of the british interplanetary society - the journal of the british interplanetary society
jbis interstellar collection archive between 1974 and 1991 jbis published the famous red cover issues of the
journal. edited by g.v. groves, j.r. hardy and a.r. martin at different stages throughout this period these special
the fusion fuel resource base in our solar system - [1] w.k. hartman, "the resource base in our solar
system", in b.r. finney and e.m. jones (eds.), interstellar migration and the human experience (proceedings of
the conference on interstellar migration held at los alamos in may 1983), univ. of calif. press, berkeley,
p.26-41, 1985. we are the universe trying to understand itself - tviw - “interstellar migration” workshop
at los alamos. the latter two generated quite remarkable proceedings, one edited by carl sagan
(communication with extraterrestrial intelligence, 1973), the other by finney & jones (interstellar migration and
the human experience, 1985). not as much of articles life-centered ethics, and the human future in
space - articles life-centered ethics, and the human future in space michael n. mautner keywords bioethics,
life-centered ethics, biotic ethics, panbiotic ethics, genetic engineering, biophilia, life in space, astroethics
abstract ... in interstellar migration and human experience,b.rnney rosette gazette - rose city
astronomers (rca) - because the increasing ease of space access, a generation and a half of human
familiarity with traveling to space and living there, and the astounding discovery of thousands of exoplanets
have all made thoughts of space colonization and even interstellar migration somewhat less outlandish than in
the past. (continued on page 2) paper session i-a - human factors issues for interstellar ... - human
factors issues for interstellar spacecraft at the opposite extreme of the spectrum interstellar travel possibilities,
relativistic round trip seems equally unrealistic as a millennial space ark. this unfeasiblity is not just because of
the formidable propulsion problem, that no system now human exploration of the solar system as a
precursor to ... - human exploration of the solar system as a precursor to interstellar travel: outlook and
realities ralph l. mcnutt, jr.* johns hopkins university applied physics laboratory, laurel, md, usa abstract
technical speculation about the possibilities of space travel began with konstantin e. tsiolkovsky at the the
interstellar conspiracy - nasa - the interstellar conspiracy les johnson gregory l. matloff, ph.d. what if.. . if
we were designing a human-carrying starship that could be launched in the not- too-distant future, it would
almost certainly not use a warp drive to instantaneously bounce around the universe, as is done in isaac
asimov’s classic foundation series or in paper session ii-c - the role of advanced nuclear ... - joseph a.
angelo, jr. ph.d. and david buden, "paper session ii-c - the role of advanced nuclear propulsion systems in
precursor interstellar missions" (april 22, 1992). the space congress® proceedings. richard b. lee human
colonization: !kung san, greeks, and ... - ference on interstellar migration have encouraged the social
scientists to rein in the space scientists and ground them in the social and historical realities. taking them at
their word, i will focus on two topics commonly left out of the space scientists' equations: human history is one,
the other is human behavior. polynesian civilization and the future colonization of space - similar to
that sometimes described as necessary for humanity's interstellar migration into space. over thousands of
years and miles, across open ocean, a core population expanded to settle on hundreds of scattered islands,
while maintaining shared identity, continued awareness and repetitive contact with each other. key to their
expansion n93-/g863 - nasa - the human person. the editors of interstellar migration and the human
experience remind us that "migration into space may be a revolutionary step for humanity, but it is one that
represents a continuity with our past" (finney and jones 1985). space planners can benefit immensely by
utilizing the data base and insights of behavioral
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